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The applicability of translation energy spectroscopy as a tool to de-
termine individual reaction cross sections in atomic collisions is
analyzed with special emphasis on the electron capture process in
highly charged ion collisions. A condition is derived to separate be-
tween higher collision energies where translation energy spectroscopy
is problem free and lower energies where strong overlap of Individual
spectra features prohibits an analysis of the total translation energy
spectrum by means of a simple deconvolutlon procedure.

1. INTRODUCTION

It is a well-known experimental technique
to employ an energy analysis of scattered pro-
jectiles or recoiling target atoms to determine
differential cross sections for inelastic pro-
cesses in Ion-atom collisions. As a matter of
fact, the fundamental studies of inner shell
processes in the sixties1 that stimulated the
development of the Fano-Lichten model for ion-
atom collisions were performed using this tech-
nique. The method is based on the fact that
various inelastic channels at fixed scattering
angle are separated in the residual energy of
the scattered projectile or in the energy of the
recoiling target atom by characteristic amounts
uniquely related to the corresponding Q-values.

Modern applications exploit that the reso-
lution power of the technique Is strongly in-
creased at forward angles to allow a separation
of channels that differ by as little as an elec-
tron volt In inelasticity. For processes that
are dominated by sufficiently small scattering
angles, it is possible to record complete dif-
ferential cross sections for Individual inelas-
tic processes as separated features in the spec-
trum of residual projectile energy without dis-
crimination against scattering angles. The
technique is then commonly referred to as trans-
lation energy spectroscopy.

It is the purpose of this paper to discuss
the applicability as well as the limitations of
translation energy spectroscopy with special em-
phasis on the electron capture process in highly
charged lor, collisions, In which case the tech-
nique Is often referred to as energy-gain

spectroscopy. First, we briefly review the
basic kinematics needed to provide a unique
correspondence between differential cross sec-
tions and translation energy spectra in colli-
sions of known Inelasticity. Next, a qualita-
tive example Is considered to Illustrate the
conditions under which total translation energy
spectra can be resolved Into individual compo-
nents corresponding to different Intrinsic
states. Quantitative applications are discussed
at the end.

II. KINEMATICS

The kinematical relations that are needed
to determine the energy of a projectile after a
col l i s ion of given ine last ic i ty , Qn, are tr iv ia l
to express In the center-of-mass frame of the
two-body col l is ion system. The transformation
to the laboratory frame is more complicated but
may be completed In closed form (see, for exam-
ple, Ref. 2). In this work, we shall only be
concerned with small laboratory scattering
angles, 6, In which case we find to f irst order
in s ln 2 8,

Ef " Q -
n

a E. s in 2 6 li

where Ej and Ef are projectile energies before
and after the collision, and Qn Is the amount of
inelasticity in the considered reaction channel
n, positive for exothermic and negative for
endotherralc processes. The parameter a Is given
by

MP / HT (Qn/E. (2)

'Permanent a d d r e s s : I n s t i t u t e of Phys ics , I Aarhi:-- U n i v e r s i t y , DK-8000 Aarhus, Denmark.
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where Mp and MT are the mass of the projectile
and the target, and where the last term can be
Ignored for all practical purposes in this work.
The parameter a is accordingly unity for sym-
metric systems but becomes much larger than
unity in the important case of collisions of
highly charged Ions with light target atoms or
molecules.

The relation given by Eq. (1) may be used
to express the translation energy spectrum per-
taining to a specific Inelastic process, n, in
terms of the corresponding differential scatter-
ing cross section. By definition, we write

W a/E, (8)

do
n_

dAE d6 d9 (3)

Using Eq. ( 1 ) , we ob ta in

n
dAE

do

a E. s in26 d8
6 - 6 (AE)'

which is valid at small scattering angles, or,
introducing the solid angle dfi - 2Ttsin9d8,

do
n

dAE

do
(5)

still only valid at small scattering angles. It
is seen that the translation energy spectrum at
forward angles terminates at Ef - E^ - Q n for
the n t n reaction channel and extends toward*
lower energies with a profile that uniquely rep-
resents the corresponding differential scatter-
ing cross section don/dfl. The width of the pro-
file is, according to Eq. (1), proportional to
the parameter a. To estimate how the width
varies with projectile energy, it is appropriate
to consider the reduced scattering angle

E sine, (6)

which covers a range which is expected to be in-
sensitive to energy variations since p~' is an
approximate measure of impact parameters in the
type of collisions considered here. Combining
Eqs. (4) and (6), we find

do
n

dAE

da
n

(7)

(Qn-AE)E.

Note that a may be varied independently of other
relevant parameters by considering different
target isotopes.

III. QUALITATIVE EXAMPLE

To illustrate the kinematic transformations
discussed in the previous section, we consider a
qualitative example where two inelastic channels
may be populated. The differential cross

To the extent that the •-•tdth of dcn/'dp
2 is inde-

pendent of energy, it appears rhat the width, W,
of the corresponding structure in thi- transla-
tion energy spectrum Is proportional to the!
parameter a/Ej |

Figure 1. Schematic representation in arbitrary
units of differential reaction cross sections
and corresponding translation-energy spectra.
The mass parameter a - M /MT Is a factor of tour
larger in lc than In Id.
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sections, don/d0 are shown schematically in Fig,
la as a funcclon of P. The detailed shape of
these curves wili , of course, vary with energy,
but the range of p-values which is covered is
expected to be characteristic of the impact
parameter range, where the two channels are
populated and accordingly to be rather insensi-
tive to energy variaclons. The cross sections
given in Fig. la are shown again in Fig. lb as
don/dp2 versus p2. Notice how reaction 1
appears with a rather sharp feature at small
values o£ p2, while process 2 gives rise to a
broader structure. The compression effect at
small scattering angles is essential for the
resolution power in translation energy spec-
t roscopy.

According to Eq. (7), we may obtain the
translation energy spectra by a reflection of
the curves in Fig. lb combined with a suitable
scaling of axes and a shift along the energy
axis by an amount which equals the Q-value for
the considered reaction channel. This is i l l u s -
trated in Figs, lc and Id for two representative
values of the a-parameter which, according to
Eq. (7) determines the scale parameters for con-
stant energy. The o-pararaeter in lc is four
times larger than in Id. The complete scale
parameter i s , however, given by (a/E^), «nd
since the range of P-values is expected to be
insensitive to energy variations, Fig. lc «nd Id
also provide a qualitative picture of typical
translation energy spectra for a given system
(fixed a) at different energies (up by a factor
of four in Id compared with lc) . The resolution
may accordingly be increased by using either a
heavier target atom or more energetic projec-
t i l e s .

In practical experiments It is the total
translation energy spectrum; i . e . , the SUB of
Individual components that is measured. It is
therefore essential for a simple analysis of ex-
perimental data that Individual components are
well separated as In Fig. Id, in which case Eq.
(5) can be used directly to extract differential
cross sections for the various reaction chan-
nels. Similarly, integrated reaction cross sec-
tions are correctly represented by the area
under the individual components in the spectrum.
In case (c), on the other hand, it is not possi-
ble to resolve a measurement of the total spec-
trum unambiguously into individual components,
and It is realized that simple procedure* to de-
termine the relative population of the two chan-
nels are bound to fa l l , typically with the re-
sult that the part of the cross section for
process 2 that appears at energies below Q is
misinterpreted.

To provid*1 a qualitative ust imation of the
wlich of individual components in translation
energy spectra, we may consider electron capture
In highly charged ion collision!; as an example.
Using t''.e Lan.i.iu-Zener model, the relevant range
of laspact parameters for capture to a state with
a specific Q-v;ilue is b £ Z-Zy/Q in atomic ;

units. The corresponding range of scattering
angles is given as 8 i Q/Ej, which Implies that
the p-parameter is limited to a range between Q
and, say, 2Q. The width of the corresponding
structure in the translation-energy spectrum is
accordingly

i

Spectral overlap is avoided if

This implies that the condition

E, > 3a

( 9 )

(10)

(11)

must be satisfied to ensure a non-overlapping

spectrum. In a typical case we may have

Q i 20 eV , fiQ £ 3 eV,

which implies that

Et(keV) > a/2

to separate the features in the translation
energy spectrum. The condition In Eq. (11) is
satisfied In most experimental situations for
symmetric systems (a - 1) but not at lower col-
lision energies in the case of light targets
like helium or hydrogen. This conclusion is, of
course, somewhat disappointing since studies of
highly charged tons in collision with light tar-
gets, and especially with atomic hydrogen or its
heavier Isotopes, are of particular Interest.
Note, however, that spectral overlap does not
mean that translattonal energy spectroscopy is
useless. It only means that some spectral in-
formation must be provided to analyze experimen-
tal data or that a comparison with theory Is to
be made directly at spectral levels. A quanti-
tative example is considered in the following
section.

IV. QUANTITATIVE RESULTS

The qualitative discussion above will now
be substantiated by quantitative results. As an
example, we consider experimental translation
energy spectra obtained by Giese et al.3 The
data shown in Fig. 2 represent electron capture
In collisions of Ar + 6 with argon and with mole-
cular and atomic deuterium at 3.27 k.eV. The
shape of the experimental spectra is, to a large
extent, determined by the experimental resolu-
tion which Is about ±1 eV, but the effect of the
vj Mat Ion of the mass parameter a - Mp/M-r Is
S-."MI in thy d.ica. The width parameter is estl-
rr..>-..-d by Eq. (9) as V J a/3 eV. The individual

features are accordingly cuch narrower
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Figure 2. Experimental energy gain spectra In
Ar* 6 electron capture collisions at 3.27 keV
lnpact energy (reproduced from Ref. 2).

than the experimental resolution In case of
argon targets. The experimental resolution Is,
however, fine enough to separate between differ-
ent Q values. A simple fitting procedure deter-
mined by the experimental resolution function is
accordingly quite adequate to determine individ-
ual reaction cross sections or the relative pop-
ulation over final states of the captured elec-
tron. In case of atomic deuterium, on the other
hand, the mass parameter a equals 20. This im-
plies that individual contributions are expected
to be spread out by up to 7 eV or so. More de-
tailed information ibout the shape of the spec-
tral contributions Is therefore required to
analyze the data. This Is clearly a Cask for
theory.

To provide Che required theoretical infor-
mation, Hansen .t:id-Taulbjerg11 have used the

simple coupled-channel model developed by Larsen
and Taulbjerg, combined with an eikonal trans-
formation to determine theoretical energy-gain
spectra for Ar+6-D(ls) collisions. Briefly, the
model employs an expansion of the tine-dependent
Schrodlnger equations in a basis of projectile
and target states and a Galilean-Invariant
first-order treatment of electron translation
factors. Final states on the projectile are
modeled by a quantum defect wavefunctlcn of Che
Bates-Damgaard type. The parameters of the
model are accordingly determined only by the
binding energies of the various states. These
are known experimentally or may be derived by
interpolation methods. The first-order treat-
ment of translation factors allows the coupling
elements to be pre-evaluated in a suitable mesh
of internuclear separations Independent of col-
lision velocity and Impact parameter. This is
essential to reduce the time consumption In
large-scale multi-channel calculations. The
approximation Is sufficiently accurate (see Fig.
2 of Ref. 5) in the velocity range considered in
this work. A further, essential reduction in
computation time Is gained by employing the pre—
orthonornallzatlon procedure described in Ref.
6.

Convergence is tested by varying the size
of the basis. In our experience. It Is gener-
ally important to Include complete principal
shells to allow appropriately for the combined
effect of Stark mixing and rotational coupling.
In the Ar+6-D(la) case, this means inclusion of
complete n-4 and n-5 principal shells in the ArVI
Is22sz2p63s2nl configuration. This correspond*
to a total of 26 reflection symmetric states In
the basis. Some of these states are not signif-
icantly populated after the collision, and it
may be expected Chat the corresponding states
could be eliminated if a molecular expansion was
used. The larger atomic basis is, however, a
low price to pay to avoid the practical problems
in connection with the generation of molecular
wavefunctions and coupling elements, and, more
importantly, the principal problems with the
choice of molecular translation factors.

The coupled channel calculations provide
electron capture amplitudes af(b_) for each of
the considered states in a suitable mesh of im-
pact parameters j>. Capture probability func-
tions, defined as sums over magnetic substates,

Pf(b) - af(b)

and partial cross sections

b d b

are then readily obtained. Capture probability
curves for the most important final states are
shown in the lefthand panels of Fig. 3. These
P(b) curves are characteristic of the primary
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Figure 3. Resulcs from the 26-state calculation
of capcure In Ar6+-D coll is ions at 3.27 keV.
The lefthand side presents the dependence on im-
pact parameter for the four doeinant channels.
The rlghthand side presents the corresponding
differential cross sections in the elkonal
approximation.

potential curve crossing mechanise for electron
capture In highly charged Ion collisions. This
mechanism controls the regular phase Interfer-
ence oscillations and deternlnes the effective
cut-off In the P(b) curves at Urge impact
parameters.

To determine the differential capture cross
sections, the capture amplitudes «f(b_) are
amended appropriately by phase factors due to
elastic scattering potentials not included in
coupled-channel calculations with straight-line
trajectories and Bessel transformed to obtain
corresponding scattering amplitudes in the
eikonal approximation.7 The resulting differen-
cial cross sections are shown in the panels to
the right In Fig. 3. Note that the phase Inter-
ference oscillations also appear In the lnelas-
tlc scattering cross sections.

Now it is a simple matter to derive theo-
retical energy gain spectra by aid of the exact
relation in Eq. (3). These are shown In Fig. 4.
We notice that the dominant lines exhibit a
characteristic asymmetric shape with a tall to
the low-energy side. The tail is relatively
more important In final states with higher Q-
values, plainly reflecting that these states are
populated In more close encounters. Note, in
particular, that the 4d state gives rise to a
very broad feature without any reminiscence of a
line structure. Generally, we observe that the
calls of the spectra extend below the threshold
of the adjacent line. The corresponding

20

Figure 4. Calculated (26-state) energy-gain
spectra for the four dominant capture channels
in Ar6+-D collisions «t 3.27 keV.

fractions of the reaction cross sections are
likely to be Misinterpreted In a simple analysis
of the summed spectrum. The 4d state, in par-
ticular, would be entirely misrepresented since
only a small fraction of the 4d cross section
appears above the rather sharp threshold for the
4f state in the energy-gain spectrum.

The complete energy-gain spectrum is ob-
tained by summation of the Individual components
In Fig. 4. To compare with the experimental
data, we have modeled the experimental resolu-
tion function by a Gaussian with a standard de-
viation of 1 eV. The theoretical spectrum
folded with this resolution function is shown in
Fig. 5 in comparison with the experimental data.
Apart from the deviation below 5 eV, which orig-
inates from the small inpact parameter contribu-
tion to the 5s channel, the comparison is well
wlchin the <>xperlmental uncertainties. The
theoretical result for the distribution over
final states

4d:4f:5s:5p - 8:29:44:18 (]2)

Is accordingly also strongly supported by the
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Figure 5. Experimental (broken curve) and
theoretical (full curve) energy-gain spectra in
Ar 6 +-D collisions at 3.27 keV. The theoretical
spectrum has been folded with a Gaussian resolu-
tion function with a standard deviation of 1 eV.

experimental data. This is particularly inter-
esting since a fitting procedure based on
Gaussian profiles provides the following distri-
bution: 3

4 f : 5 s : 5 p : 5 d - 1 2 : 2 8 : 4 1 : 9 . ( 1 3 )

This distribution is similar to the one in Eq.
(12) but It Is shifted one unit In the final
state assignment. This plainly just reflects
the fact that the 4d state is spread out over
the whole spectrum and therefore is lost on the
high energy side of the structure and that the
ta i l s of the strongly populated lines accumulate
on the low energy side in the region normally
assigned to the 5d level.

We have expanded our calculations to a
wider range of Ar+6 impact energies in c o l l i -
sions with atomic hydrogen and compared with the
experimental data by Afrosimov et a l . 8 on the
distribution over final states, derived from
energy-gain spectra, presumably by a simple de-
convolucion procedure. There is a consistent
departure at lower energies (E < 20 keV) between
these distributions and the calculated ones.
The trend is similar to the departure described •
in det«i-t! above. At higher energies (E » 20-40
keV) there is .;;ood agreement between experiment
and theory. This is quite understandable from
the spectral shapes in Fig. A, considering: that
the width of the individual features is expected
to be reduced bv a factor of 5 ar E - 30 keV.

The effect of overlapping features is not
peculiar to hydrogen or deuterium targets. This
is illustrated in our final exaaple where we
consider single electron capture in Ar+6-He col-
lisions. Theoretical energy-gain spectra are
shown in Fig. 6 for two Impact energies. Our
qualitative considerations in Section III are
clearly confI rued by the observed energy depen-
dence of the width of the Individual spectral
features. The overlap between the spectral com-
ponents Is not insignificant in Fig. 6a. As be-
fore, this implies that a careful analysis of
experimental data is needed to derive the
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Figure 6. (a) Calculated theoretical energy-
gain spectra for the three dominant channels In
Ar6+-He coll isions at 3.2? keV. (b) Calculated
theoretical energy-gain spectra for the three
dominant channels In Ar6<"-He collisions at 40
keV.
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distribution over final states. Generally,
cross sections with high Q-values tend to be
underestimated in a simple experimental analy-
sis.

The general conclusion of the quantitative
computations and of the comparison with avail-
able experimental data is in good accord with
the qualitative considerations In Section III.
In particular, it appears that the condition

E J 3Mp Q
2/.^ AQ (14)

has been substantiated to separate between the
region at higher Impact energies where transla-
tion energy spectroscopy is essentially problem
free from the region at lower energies where a
very careful treatment Is needed to provide an
unambiguous analysis of experimental spectra.

In the low-energy region it Is best Co
accept theoretical results for the distribution
over final states until a sound analysis of ex-
perimental data has been performed.
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